
Christmas Eve
Luke 2:1-20

“And she gave birth to her firstborn son and wrapped him in bands of cloth,
and laid him in a manger, because there was no place for them in the inn.”

We just finished singing with our hearts and minds, “Joy to the world! The
Lord is come! Let earth receive her King! Let every heart prepare him room
and heaven and nature sing.”

Having  heard  the  good  news  from  the  angels  of  heaven,  the  shepherds
quickly make their way to find the infant Jesus. He was in “bands of cloth” or
“swaddling clothes,” in other versions of the bible. This is an ancient and still
used practice of wrapping an infant in garments that restrict the movement
of the limbs. We can imagine a newborn wrapped as they typically are, to
resemble something like a burrito.  Yes ladies and gentlemen, the King of
Kings, the Lord of Lords, will from here on out be known as the Bethlehem
Burrito. You can thank me later, because you will never hear this story again
and not think of the Messiah, the Son of God as, the Bethlehem Burrito, you
are welcome!

The shepherds find Jesus in a stable. As we know, Mary and Joseph could
find no room at the inn and were reduced to having their baby in a stable,
dirty  with animal  droppings,  feed,  animal  bedding,  and various  creatures
that we might expect in such a place. This was a far cry from palatial stables,
as  seen on  TV during  the  Kentucky  Derby.  The  ancient  stable  was  often
unkempt, certainly not a place for a newborn, or even a family. It would be
more like a chicken coop, or perhaps a doghouse today. The point is, there is
no pageantry surrounding Jesus' place of birth. The family is one of migrants,
on the move, without access to something as basic as a bed, or as sanitary
as a bathroom. Modern depictions of the stables of Jesus' birth are often so
sanitized that we can miss the scandal of such a place. But it is precisely the
scandalous conditions of Jesus' birth that is such a critical piece of the story.
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Jesus will experience so much in his short life. People will follow him. People
will  misunderstand him. People will  seek to keep him from accomplishing
what God has intended for Jesus to do, say, and think. Jesus will  squirm,
fight, be pushed, and forced to step out for the sake of the mission God has
given.  Jesus  will  encounter  those  in  his  path  that  will  seek  to  keep him
restrained, not able to move, bound up and it all started here in this stable,
this place, this filthy, lowly, and scandalous place. 

The “king” is not born in a palace, but in a stable. The reversal is a common
gospel theme, especially for Luke. It was prefigured in Mary's canticle from
Luke  chapter  1,  verses  46-55,  when  she  said,  “he,” meaning  God,  “has
brought down the powerful from their thrones, and lifted up the lowly.” The
one who has no place to lay his head, the one bound, has been lifted up by
God. In short, God's ways are not our ways.

Jesus comes to us as one who is lowly. The infant wrapped in bands of cloth
that restrict his movement is laid in a manger. A manger, of course, is not
simply a pretty place to lay a baby. In fact, a manger is a “feed-box.” Such a
depiction is quite deliberate on Luke's part. Jesus will be bread for the world,
food for the world as is foreshadowed by his being laid in a feed-box. Jesus is
nourishment that will sustain the world, as echoed in the multiplication of
the loaves in Luke chapter 9. The manger foreshadows the Passover meal at
which Jesus will say, “This is my body, which is given for you,” in Luke chapter
22 verse 19. After the resurrection, the disciples will come to know Jesus in
the “breaking of the bread” Luke 24. The next generations of Christians too
will know Jesus in the breaking of the bread in the Book of Acts chapter 2
and chapter 20. Jesus is the food for the world.
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I  know that since I  stated this  sermon, that a good number of  you have
pondered,  the Bethlehem Burrito reference.  “Why and where would this
Bethlehem Burrito naming,  the narrative come back around?” Perhaps is
started here with the binding of the King of Kings. From this point in the life
of Jesus, there will be those that will seek to have Jesus bound. It started
here in the stable and yet we know those bindings did not keep Jesus bound.
In what ways have you been bound, have you allowed Jesus, to be bound in
your life?

Tonight's  story,  then, is  not so much about a cute baby,  but instead it  is
about  the  incarnate  God  choosing  to  be  born  in  lowly,  dirty,  ugly,  and
migrant conditions, placed in a feed-box, foreshadowing the nourishing, life-
giving, Bethlehem Burrito, role Jesus would have for centuries to come. The
story should cause us to reconsider how we think of the lowly, for they will
be lifted up. God's ways are not our ways. We may look to and admire the
powerful, the moneyed, the purveyors of influence. God, on the other hand,
casts down those from their lofty places and instead lifts up those who have
little or no standing in this world. The birth of Jesus signals a major reversal
that was foretold by Mary herself. May we be ready for the upheaval that
reversal will bring in our lives. Amen.
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